Veterans Say Vietnam Is Everybody's Concern

By Jennifer Davis

The Student Union Ballroom was the setting Wednesday, October 15, for the National Vietnam Moratorium at A & T State University. The program was scheduled to begin at 11:55 P.M. and was sponsored by the A & T Veterans Association with President Ferguson, president present to preside. The veterans organized and carried out the program with student veterans rendering speeches of their personal experiences while in military service to this country, the attitudes expressed were not those of every veteran here on campus, but they held the approval of a large number.

"War is Hell" was among the topics discussed by Veterans in an effort to convey to the Moratorium was intended to get action. Jack Douglas, a senior from Greensboro, spoke on the subject and it seemed as if his speech contained the core of the attitudes of most of the Veterans and the general purpose of the Moratorium.

"When the National Government and police forces unnecessarily wrecked our campus, this time I was fighting in the right country," he said. In the May 22 incident on campus with his years of military services and knowledge of what Black brothers advancement. The Master of Ceremonies was William Moore, a freshman from Salisbury. He gave the overall purposes and goals of the Moratorium. "The Veterans Association felt there was a great need to enlighten the students of A & T State University as to why the Veterans were themselves active participants in this war."

In the introduction to the program they stated, "It is significant that Black students pause on the fiftieth and ask some very serious and other questions about the war in Vietnam. It has affected many students to always view events that they are not DIRECTLY INVOLVED in with good detachment. There are some who will employ the elementary rationale that I am not involved, or 'We are not fighting the war, we are just helping to formulate foreign policy,' as an excuse to avoid analysis of our people. It is MEASUREMENT. Thus, ignorance is promoted and we, as a colored people, are further prepared to become instruments to be used in the oppression of our own people."

John Kirk spoke on "Military Life in General." In his speech he pointed out the prejudices which exist in the military for Black men. Often times promotions and recognitions, duly earned by Black men, are withheld or overlooked. President Ferguson, a junior, gave a brief review of "How We Get Involved in Vietnam." A film, "Black GI," was shown at the International Conference of the Boy Scouts of America. His topic was "Vietnam Related to the International Struggles of People of Color." He concluded his address by saying, "We are not going to fight the war for White brothers' advancement."

The Twenty-Second Annual Alumnus Worship Service message was delivered by Sampson Buie, Assistant Scout Executive of the General Conference Council of the Boy Scouts of America. His scriptural text was taken from Luke 13:9, "And if it bear fruit, it shall be a witness to you and the people." He stated that after all, the attitude of most Veterans on campus was that education that was to be educated and not employed the elementary rationale to be used in the oppression of our own people."

Regional Convention Of SOBU Held In Durham

By David Lee Brown

The National Convention of the Student Organization for Black Unity (SOBU) is being held at North Carolina Central University at Durham from October 22-26.

SOBU was created because black students felt that certain organizations such asная and National Association for the Advancement of Colored People were no longer meet their needs. It was decided by students from several schools who attended the NCA conference at Atlanta last year to withdraw from that organization and to form a group consistent with the purpose of the organization is to

(See SOBU, Page 6)

Buie Renders Alumni Service Message

By David Lee Brown

The Twenty-Second Annual Alumnus Worship Service message was given by Sampson Buie, Assistant Scout Executive of the General Conference Council of the Boy Scouts of America. His scriptural text was taken from Luke 13:9, "And if it bear fruit, it shall be a witness to you and the people." He stated that after all, the attitude of most Veterans on campus was that education that was to be educated and not employed the elementary rationale to be used in the oppression of our own people."

(See Buie, Page 6)
Moratorium USA

By Dick Gregory

Last week American filled the streets, parks, churches and assembly halls of this country to remember the war dead in Vietnam and to urge an immediate end to future killing. Our goal should not be to punch down at the enemy but to punch across the board. Our demonstration was aimed to affect whatever by it (the Moratorium demonstration).

The Vietnam protest was conceived that there was the visible presence of a sizable minority. Any gathering is sure. Americans registered their opposition to the war, and registered their right to protest. I personally attended one such situation at a close, now that the streets have been quiet. The Vietnam protest was not a small domestic incident... the Vietnam protest was more than a domestic incident of opinion expressed on Moratorium Day than Election Day in the last national election.

In some surprising numbers seemed to be saying that they do not want this war, a war that has yet to be officially declared by their elected public officials, and under their watch and guidance.

It was a day for the Constitution rather than the military-industrial complex or the capitalist system. Moratorium Day was a dramatic public test of what really runs this country - the Constitution or the capitalist system.

The question has been posed before though perhaps less dramatically. Not long ago the American citizenry voiced its displeasure through letters and petitions to public officials, in favor of a strong gun legislation. In the Constitution had to bow to the lobbyists for the gun industry, the gun lobby, a gun legislation, was defeated. The insurmountable irony remained. An American must get a prescription to get his medicine but he needs nothing equal to get his gun. I can't throw my pills at you nor can I seriously harm you by an external application of my cough syrup. The Constitution says that Americans have the right to get well ("life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness"). If I have to go through some changes to get my medicine, then I certainly should have to go through some changes to get my gun.

Last week's Moratorium Day was a day affair. It was a cultural demonstration in the pursuit of the Constitution within the category of Constitutional rights. Unfortunately such an expression is doomed to have little real effect. Only when the students, the youth, stand up and demand rather than merely respect the Constitution will it get a serious challenge.

When a demonstration seriously affects the self-interests of significant members of the capitalist system, those so touched will in turn do their own demonstrating. The key to touching capitalists where it really hurts is organization. The first Moratorium Day displayed a surprising organizational effort. No one could deny the impact of that limited campus demonstration to a nationwide phenomenon.

Future Moratorium demonstrations are scheduled to add a unity of purpose. The November 15 demonstration will be two days, December will be three, and so on. The annual constitutional principle of the Moratorium demonstrations will remain the same, but, experience shows the demonstration period will begin to touch the capitalist system as it did in November.

America will then see where and how political decisions are made.

For example, youth of America have been demonstrating against their draft, and the age of eighteen-olds the right to vote. Little do they realize that the immediate elimination of a multi-billion dollar industry they would make sure Congress allowed sixteen-year-olds the right to vote.

By the time the Moratorium reaches December, it will be an organizational demonstration that will truly impact a capitalist system. Anarchists for December Moratorium called for a boycott of Christmas buying and giving completely! Those who want to see the idea that we should let it be known to the capitalist, to those who gives them anything for Christmas or expects anything from them is only rendering an important a rejection of his refusal to

Vice-President Spiro Agnew described last week's Moratorium Day as an unwisely demonstration "encouraged by a effete corps of impudent snobs who characterize themselves as intellectuals." His respect for American citizens engaging in their Constitutional right was displayed with the open invitation: "Hardcore dissidents and professional anarchists were planning "wider, more violent" activities for Nov. 15.

Of course ANY violence on Nov. 15 would be more than the nation could bear. Gerald Ford's policy of "hardcore dissidents and professional anarchists were planning "wider, more violent" activities for Nov. 15."

Any rate, the President and the Vice-President will hear from the American people again concerning this matter of the war in Vietnam, and both American flags and armbands of mourning will be in evidence.
Vista To Use Gym As Headquarters

The Kappa Pi Chapter of the Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity endorses its intention to carry out the organization's purpose, which is to be of leadership, service, and friendship to the campus and to the community.

The brothers of Alpha Phi Omega display their qualities of leadership in a number of ways. They participate in Votees' Registration and various tutoring organizations such as GUTS and Upward Bound. These tutoring organizations have also aided them toward their aim of making friends with people on the campus as well as in the community while simultaneously fulfilling another one of their goals - providing service. Benefit dances are also sponsored to provide comfort for bed-ridden patients and less fortunate children who may have to spend a holiday in bed.

Black-stud Registration also gives the Alpha Phi Omegas a chance to display another one of the organization's purposes. Their friendly service is at everyone's disposal when there's trouble in filling out information and class cards.

This past spring semester brought about the selection of Alpha Phi Omega as being one of the Top Four organizations on campus. This display shows one of the purposes of Alpha Phi Omega leadership.

The Alpha Phi Omegas are looking forward to a successful year. They plan to add in every possible way to provide leadership, service, and friendship to both the campus and the community.

We have just ONE word FOR ENGINEERING GRADUATES:

Opportunity to become deeply involved in earth's last frontier, the ocean.
Opportunity to apply all your abilities to a wide range of challenging assignments in shipbuilding, nuclear propulsion, nuclear power generation, and heavy industrial equipment.
Opportunity for advanced degree or research work with leading research centers and universities.
Opportunity to enjoy one of the country's most pleasant living and vacation areas.
Find out about immediate career opportunities for Mechanical Engineers, Electrical Engineers, Nuclear Engineers, Marine Engineers, Civil Engineers, Industrial Engineers, and Metallurgical Engineers.
See our representative on Thursday, Nov. 13.
For convenient appointment, please make arrangements in advance through your Placement Office.
And opportunity that can be inte...
And So Went The Magnificent

It was that time of the year when Aggies got together to see

and, of course, to watch a soul parade. All of this and

The Homecoming was one to long

and, for

we revive for you

this spectacle.

The floats came and they went

as a crowd that had gathered

long before the parade

watched with looks of satisfaction.

The Aggie Marching Band was definitely

there rendering the best in Marching Music...

The Air Force ROTC drill team members do their thing in last week's Homecoming parade. Miss Arnold Air Society and her attendants make their debut.

The charming Charmettes are not to be denied as the pink and white displays the character of all Charmettes.

The charming Charmettes are not to be denied as the pink and white displays the character of all Charmettes.

The brother "hangs in there" as the Aggie Cheerleaders make the parade scene.

The Aggie Band causes a marching as the majorettes and twirler do their thing. Mr. Drum-major hangs in there too!
Cent 1969 Aggie Homecoming

I never saw a good game, to shoot the bull, to talk about life's ventures
I more were accomplished during Homecoming 1969.

Homcoming Parade

-One reason, to be remembered

That reason, to see you in pictures

And so, through pictures.

Especiales affair.

Youths United for a Black Society are definitely in on the parade scene.

And more floats came! Floats were not the only things that came...

The beauty of the sophomore class is shown as Miss Sophomore and attendants pass during the parade.

Miss Arnold Air Society and her attendants make their debut.

The "AKA Look" appeared in last week's homecoming parade.

The cars carrying sisters exemplifying

Black beauty were also there.

And so, through pictures,
you have once again seen

Aggie Homecoming 1969.
"Afro Look" Dominates Hair Styles On Campus
by Sharon Graves

The "afro look," or natural is definitely dominating the campus as far as hair styles are concerned. Who doesn't have one?

The "afro look" or natural is worn basically to identify with "Blackness," however, many wear it simply because they feel it is attractive.

The afro is definitely sweeping A & T's campus. The afro is worn from the early to the bush. This is achieved by washing the hair, drying it, and raking it into place with a special comb.

Everyone cannot wear the afro because of their hair texture but those people need not feel out like outliers because although the afro is fashionable, it is not for the short hair.

The afro is impressive because it brings the white man's image that a woman is only beautiful if she has straight hair. This led Blacks to the hot comb and solutions to achieve the straight look. Now this is definitely not where it is at in fashion although straight hair is still worn with no hassle.

Fashion World Aims At Truly Black Models
by Diane Bell

When ad agencies and fashion houses began hiring black models under the pressure of civil rights legislation, they really were not all that black. They sought the most Caucasian-looking black models they could find. But today they want blackness—a black hair, discernible Negroid features, truly black skin.

Until 1965, virtually no black faces appeared in ads, except for Aunt Jemima. They began to appear gradually in publications of EBNY but only to advertise such products as skin bleachers and hair straighteners. Two years later, Ebony carried the first black testimonials for a nationally advertised product, a Chesterfield commercial by the boxer Joe Louis. When the first black agency opened in the mid-60's, the hourly fee was $35 an hour, about half the fee for a white girl.

Last year less than 10% of all TV commercials used blacks in any role. If they're not even whites, you might see one black. Now all major advertising agencies have at least token integration. Opening last spring was the Black Beauty, a fast growing black agency which now has 45 girls, 23 men, and 21 children who earn fees of $40 to $60 an hour.

Black in beauty is on everyone's mind. This spectacular breakthrough was brought about by advertisers and fashion arbiters who are finding out that black is not only beautiful, but also good for business. We also see evidence of this with Grazia Smith, a tall, long-legged Miss Black America for 1969. Television and movie stars.

This season's TV schedule opened with programs featuring black artists: "Room 222," "Julia," "Mod Squad," "Mission Impossible," and "Land of the Giants."

SOBU Conference

(Continued from page 1)

pull the black community out of the world of confusion and to give positive communication as opposed to negative views, the present situation faced by the blacks and the world.

Our goal is the development of a black society which embraces the ideals of Pan-African Association. Our desire is to aid the world-Ghana, Liberia, Rhodesia and eradicate them. We wish to strive to make the world better.

Where are the black CPAs?

There are 100,000 Certified Public Accountants in the U.S. Few of them are black.

How come? Why is it that a profession offering important, highly respected work and paying good money has failed to attract ethnic minorities? One reason is that black students have tended to identify the accounting profession with the white power structure. They didn't believe they'd be welcome in the field, so they didn't prepare for it.

For black students, there is a bad scene. It deprives able black youths of good career opportunities. It deprives the profession of good men. Everyone loses when real talent is frustrated like this.

The American Institute of CPAs wants to correct this situation. Recently they passed the following resolution:

"The Council of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants urges:

(1) that a special campaign be undertaken to encourage young men and women from minority ethnic groups to attend college and major in accounting;

(2) that special efforts be made to provide educational opportunities for young men and women from minority ethnic groups, so that they may enter the accounting profession without educational disadvantage;

(3) that such men and women be hired by individuals and firms in order to integrate the accounting profession, in fact as well as in ideal." 

Today the accounting profession is making a determined effort to remove the barriers of prejudice. Many firms have set up internship programs and are actively recruiting from minority colleges. There are thousands more jobs open than there are qualified men to fill them.

So if you think you have the ability and interest to make a good CPA, you can expect to find a welcome in public accounting firms and private industry—or you might start your own accounting practice.

The importance of making sure that you are prepared to take your place. Talk to your placement director, your accounting professor or the head of the school of business in your college.

He can tell you what courses to take and how to get started. And write for our free booklet. It describes what a CPA does, what abilities he should have, and how to prepare for the field. It might lead to a career that can bring you satisfaction, security, and pride in your life's work. Drop a card or note (mentioning the name of your college) to: Dept. 16, AICPA, 666 Fifth Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10019.

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Faculty Member Expounds On The Establishment

By Carrie Hill Kelley

For many months there has been controversy about the so-called Establishment and the Militants. Many definitions have been formulated concerning the latter, but clearer identification of the former is sorely needed. So says one who defies this Establishment.

The urban population, black and white, is allotted to the "talented tenth" by the late W. E. Burghardt DuBois. This group, endowed with native intelligence, stability, has sufficient guidance to complete at least the prescribed high school curriculum and to continue through college securing the maximum benefits from the experience. They asked, "What can I become from college, not what can college give me?"

They defied the four-year college program a significant highlight in their lives by diligently following the prescribed curricula, and by spending their non-class hours reading in the library where the actually relevant books were readily available. With few exceptions, this "talented tenth" attended all the lectures and seminars presented in their regular fields, but did not exclude those in other fields realizing, as it were, the benefits to be derived from a broadened horizon. In other words, they were "up with it." They paid for it, so they "went and got it." They went "where the action was." As a result, the Establishment-to-be, Black and White, received all the Rhodes, Morehead, Guggenheim, Ford, Fulbright, and a whole host of other types of scholarships. They studied themselves "head and shoulders" above the long-haired crowd.

Hence, after college, living in Suburbia, this "talented tenth" are now naturally the Establishment—being more articulate and having more to contribute to the community and do not ask what the community can do for them.

Does any Militant feel that he can yell loud enough, occupy enough buildings, destroy enough records including his own, or burn or loot enough to destroy the position of the Establishment?

Now can the Militant ever become a member of the Establishment? Everyone wants "to do his own thing," and everyone in a democratic society is allowed to express himself so long as this expression does not interfere with the rights of others. In America, for instance, the so-called Establishment is permitted to use "his own bootstraps." Look at the classic example, Abe Lincoln: financially and environmentally, he were none poorer.

The man in the ghetto, and remember there are white occupying space there as well as Black, and the wretched human beings on the western reservation can break the cycles of poverty and ignorance. Realizing that the struggle was one of properly guided brain power over brown is this Roy Wilkins of the N.A.A.C.P., Whitney Young of the Urban League, Charles Evers assassinsted by Snipers, to name a few of the fighting for. The Negroes and all those who died for it, have been fighting for. The glorious achievements of these young men came in destroying the legal barriers so that Negroes and Whites, maintaining their own identity could get into the same colleges and universities, listen to the same lectures, partake of the same experiments, and attend the same seminars.Ạs the youth of the Establishment, the Jews long ago realized they were outnumbered, but that ballooning, charting, and footnoting in the European ghettoes were not the answers. What did they do? They preserved their culture handing it down form generation to generation as God instructed them.

And thus shall teach them diligently unto thy children... Deuteronomy 6:7

But they made beaten paths to George Washington University andatiurized themselves with world culture. Now you have heard that the "Jews controlled the financial world.

However, this course for the Jew was long and rugged, but what comes instantly except a cup of coffee? At this, hard core coffee drinkers will know that the long brewed Maxwell House is as better.

Do you have to give up your identity to make it in a big corporation?

You've heard the stories: One big corporation forbids you to wear anything but white shirts. Another says it wants you to "create" and gives you a 4-pound rule book telling you exactly how to do it. Yet another doesn't want you to buy a more expensive car than your boss because "it wouldn't look right."

Is this really happening in America?

"People who revolutionized picture-taking with the Sylvania flashcube, who developed the high-energy liquid laser, who came up with the sharpest color TV picture in the world, who pioneered instant electronic stock market number and so on."

"We are looking for more people like this—people who aren't afraid to stand up and try themselves."

Are we an equal opportunity employer?

"All you need to make it with us is a good head on your shoulders."

Professor Of Biology
Promoted In Reserves

Dr. Alfred Hill, Jr., professor of biology at A & T State University, was promoted to colonel in the U.S. Army Reserves.

Dr. Hill's military career dates back to 1942, when he was inducted into the Army as a private. A year later, he was commissioned as a second lieutenant at Fort Benning, Va., and served in Europe during most of World War II.

A native of Henderson, Texas, he received the B.S. degree in 1942, from Prairie View A. and M. College, the master of science degree from Colorado State University and the Ph.D. degree from Kansas State University.

Dr. Hill married the former Ester Stein of Henderson. The Hills have three children, Leonard, Charles and Sharon.

Get It Off Your Mind!!

Sit Down and write

A "Letter To The Editor"

Don't

Forget To Sign Your Name!

General Telephone & Electronics

Sylvania Electric Products • General Electric • Aetna Life Insurance • General Electric Credit Corporation • General Electric Television Corporation • General Electric Equipment Company • General Electric Motor Company • Des Moines Register • Des Moines, Iowa

Get It Off Your Mind!!

Sit Down and write

A "Letter To The Editor"

Don't

Forget To Sign Your Name!

General Telephone & Electronics

Do you have to give up your identity to make it in a big corporation?

You've heard the stories:

One big corporation forbids you to wear anything but white shirts. Another says it wants you to "create"—and gives you a 4-pound rule book telling you exactly how to do it. Yet another doesn't want you to buy a more expensive car than your boss because "it wouldn't look right."

Is this really happening in American business?

Have companies become so rigid and fossilized that they're scared of people who don't fit the "norm?"

Net this company.

We are not hung up on trivia like that.

The advances General Telephone & Electronics has made didn't come from people hiding behind organization charts and smiling at the right time.

They came from people who used their brains:

People who revolutionized picture-taking with the Sylvania flashcube, who developed the high-energy liquid laser, who came up with the sharpest color TV picture in the world, who pioneered instant electronic stock market number and so on.

We are looking for more people like this—people who aren't afraid to stand up and try themselves. Can we?

Are we an equal opportunity employer?

All you need to make it with us is a good head on your shoulders.

General Telephone & Electronics
Brotherly Advice Helps Westmoreland On Defense

"Don't ever give up when the chips are down and don't drop your head when they beat you with a pass pattern," he added. "I think that my brother is the reason I was not shaken when some people have wondered whether I am actually trying to imitate him, I am just trying to be me, but I certainly am not trying to imitate him, I am just trying to be me."

Westmoreland, also a former Aggie star, is one of the few aggressive linemen in the Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association (CIAA). He feels that the reason he is successful in football savy and he pops pass and breakup his opponents when they pass. "Sometimes people have wondered if our defense is as good as last season," he added. "I don't think so."

A Maryland Hawk attempt to hinder the reception of a pass by an Aggie player near the goal line of A&T. A roaring crowd cheered the Aggies on to a homecoming victory over the Hawks.

A Maryland Hawk attempt to hind the reception of a pass by an Aggie player near the goal line of A&T. A roaring crowd cheered the Aggies on to a homecoming victory over the Hawks.

---

**Sports**

**Aggies' Pay Dirt: Wallop Maryland State Hawks 14-6**

The spirited Aggies of A & T made further inroads into the thick of the complicated CIAA championship race by beating the Hawks of Maryland State 14-6 before a enthusiastic crowd in the Aggie Athletic Field. For Coach Howard Holladay, the win was his 11th in 12 years, an identical 3-1 record as his squad showed for the same period last year. This victory was most sweet, for it was the Hawks from the Maryland State who had a perfect record for A & T last season. Maryland State had held a 3-2 lead at the half, but last year the home-standing Aggies dug in and made that a 3-2 advantage statistically including the all-important scoring column which they mustered in the last quarter over Maryland. After all, the Aggie Defense was the combination of QB T's defensive coach, "We try to get the ball in a zone or runners if they come our way."

"Some people have wondered if our defense is as good as last season," he added. "I don't think so."

Westmoreland had a busy week trying to get ready for the Aggies' homecoming game against Maryland State. He recalled that A & T had not beaten Maryland since 1963. "We sure would like to win this game said Westmoreland. "I think that it would boost our morale for the rest of the season. We also would like to win it for our seniors who have never beaten this team."

"I had a real good homecoming game against Morgan last year," he added. "I just hope I can repeat it this time."

---

**To All Male Students**

A former defensive tackle, "When I play football togs, the sophomore is going to Morgan State on November 1 to try for a new role. "When I play football togs, the sophomore is going to Morgan State on November 1 to try for a new role."

"I had a real good homecoming game against Morgan last year," he added. "I just hope I can repeat it this time."

---

**Information On Intramurals For Fall Sem. Given**

By John Pipkin

In football, the Aggie offense was spearheaded by quarterback John Andrews, Maurice Williams, John조,